
The SR Socially Relevant Film Festival New York - SRFF 2023 presents

“Rejoice, Resist: BIPOC Films”- Dear Mama - March 20, 2023 - 7:45 PM

● CHOICES | New York Premiere — NARRATIVE SHORTS /
WOMEN DIRECTED FILM
Lina Sarrello | United States | 2022 | 4:30 mins

A single father must venture out of his comfort zone and decide what to do next when
his teen daughter gets in trouble. Trailer

● “SAY THEIR NAMES” | New York Premiere —
DOCUMENTARY SHORTS
David Reibman | United States | 2022 | 9:43 mins
Using images from 27 Black Lives Matter Protests the story of 16 people killed by the
police is told along with Poetic context.

● I AM NOT OK | New York Premiere — NARRATIVE SHORTS /
WOMEN DIRECTED FILM
Gabrielle Lansner | United States | 2022 | 12:10 mins
A mother and son respond to the unending killings of black Americans amidst the backdrop
of the protests that followed the death of George Floyd. Dance and archival photographs are
woven together to evoke fear, outrage, and anger and the need for communities to come
together and find solutions.
Trailer

● SABOR ÁRTICO: LATINOS EN ALASKA (ARCTIC FLAVOR: LATINOS
IN ALASKA) | New York Premiere — DOCUMENTARY SHORTS
Indra Arriaga Delgado | United States | 2022 | 20 mins
The film provides a unique narrative about the evolving identity of the Latino community in
Alaska. As the population of Latinos in Alaska grows, so does their influence. Alaska is
remote and isolated; the arctic environment is extreme, not only in temperatures and light but
also in access to foods and opportunities to travel out. The film features a series of
interviews on food and culture. Trailer

● THE FELLOWSHIP | New York Premiere — NARRATIVE
Jennica Carmona | United States | 2022 | 28 mins
A small group of college students at a small private college are forced to confront
their own privilege when they compete against each other for a college fellowship.
Their desire to win the Fellowship and beat out the competition brings out another
side of them which forever alters their relationships. Trailer

● Panel on BIPOC representation on screen and TV with the filmmakers and invited guests.

● Live HipHop band in the convivial atmosphere at Dear Mama.

Reserved in advance: here as space is limited.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O32R8yRhU8c&list=PLVJP6bgkZ0LqCVIbF4ntC2Qvh96q1DC3q&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hR4cD7aHZvE&list=PLVJP6bgkZ0LqCVIbF4ntC2Qvh96q1DC3q&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TznrTZlZoc8&list=PLVJP6bgkZ0Lrwn_Ky-mNuZWP9MJvjpNRa&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OGozLIJaq-Q&list=PLVJP6bgkZ0Lrwn_Ky-mNuZWP9MJvjpNRa&index=18
https://filmfreeway.com/SRFF23/tickets

